TENDER NOTICE

Sealed tenders are invited from experience vendors for the following items made of wood for the college latest by 02.08.2016

1. **M.Sal Structure and Gummer Top**
   
   High Bench - 2'6” X 6'0” X Top 14”
   Low Bench - 1'6” X 6'0” X Top 14”
   Primer and Colour all complete

2. **Wood M.Sal Structure and Gummer Top**
   
   High Bench - 2'6” X 7'0” X Top 14”
   Low Bench - 1'6” X 7'0” X Top 14”
   Primer and Colour all complete

3. **Wood M.Sal Structure and Gummer Top**
   
   Table - 3’0” X 4’0” X 2'6”
   Primer and Colour all complete

4. **Wood M.Sal Structure and Gummer Top**
   
   Dies - 6'0” X 5'0” X 1'0”
   Primer and Colour all complete

5. **Wooden Partition Work**
   
   4 mm ply (Swadesh Company) water Prof.
   Per cft Rate = ?
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